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funniest thing is that one of the guard, or perhaps it was the
sentry himself, says that the marauder must he a German
because when he challenged the fellow distinctly called out
" VON ".
Thursday, February loth.
Came to London yesterday. First good, clear frost of the
winter. Very sharp. Lunch at the Reform. Pinker came.
Methuen joined us about alleged coming ' revolution' in price
of novels. It seems that of the Council of the Publishers'
Assoc. who had suggested it, only four published novels at
all, and none published novels on any scale. Characteristic.
We told him that the scheme of different prices would never
work, and coached Mm as to what he should say at the grand
meeting on Monday.
Then to W.A.R.C. offices. Difficulty with Lord X. as to my
having put name of Queen Alexandra on posters for concert.
I flatly disagreed with him, whereupon he said I was logically
right, and I drafted a letter for him to write to the Queen.
Friday, February nth.
E. McKenna gave me an idea for a novel. I pointed out the
defects of it, and he was going to think it over further. I met
Atkins coming out of the Travellers' Club. He said "These
Twain " had kept him from his proper amount of sleep, and
that every episode in it was true of every husband and every
wife. Then 3! hours of Wounded Allies Relief Committee.
Rush to TrevighVs at 6.50 where M. and Webster dined with me.
Thence to Stanford's new opera, " The Critic ". Thoroughly
rotten. The only fun is in the clowning, and this to the
accompaniment of music without a spark of humour. One or
two primitive musical jokes. Scarcely an original air in the
thing ; but when he borrows an air from an old song, how fine
it sounds!
Monday, February zist.
Haymarket concert in aid of W.A.R.C. at night. This went off
without a hitch, and I was very glad when it was over. I had
no particular trouble but I will never organise another. The
theatrical element, Ainley and Nelson Keys, had a much greater
success than the musical element. The latter was naturally
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